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SUMMARY

A transonic flutter investigation has been made of models of the

T-tail of the Blackburn NA-39 airplane. The models were dynamically and

elastically scaled from measured airplane data in accordance with criteria

which include a flutter safety margin. The investigation was made in the

Langley transonic blowdown tunnel and covered a Mach number range from

0.73 tO 1.09 at simulated altitudes extending to below sea level.

The results of the investigation indicated that, if differences

between the measured model and scaled airplane properties are dis-

regarded, the airplane with the normal value of stabilizer pitching

stiffness should have a stiffness margin of safety of at least 32 per-

cent at all Mach numbers and altitudes within the flight boundary. How-

ever, the airplane with the emergency value of stabilizer pitching

stiffness would not have the required margin of safety from symmetrical

flutter at Mach numbers _reater than about 0.85 at low altitudes.

First-order corrections for some differences between the measured

model and scaled airplane properties indicated that the airplane with

the normal value of stabilizer pitching stiffness would still have an

adequate margin of safety from flutter ann that the flutter safety mar-

gin for the airplane with the emergency value of stabilizer pitching

stiffness would be changed from inadequate to adequate. However, the

validity of the corrections is questionable/

Title, Unclassified.
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INTRODUCTION

A preliminary transonic flutter investigation of the models of the

T-tail of the Blackburn NA-39 a_rplane was reported in reference i. The

investigation was made in the Langley tran_ionic blowdown tunnel and was

undertaken at the request of the Office of Naval Research. The results

indicated that if the models simulated the airplane in all important

respects_ the airplane tail would have at least the.required 32-percent

stiffness margin of safety from flutter at sea level at Mach numbers up

to 0.9. At Mach numbers between 0.9 and 1.0 antisymmetric flutter and

symmetric oscillations of the stabilizer which may have been symmetric

flutter were both obtained; however_, the d_ta were insUfficient to

establish whether the margin of safety was adequate at sea level at Mach

numbers above 0.9. Since the models used in the investigation were

scaled using estimated airplane properties_ the results were considered

tentative pending confirmation of the airplane properties.

After the preliminary investigation of reference i, measurements

of the airplane T-tail physical properties were made by Blackburn and

General Aircraft_ Ltd. and these data were supplied to the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration. Exa_ ination of the measured air-

plane properties indicated that the models of reference i did not ade-

quately simulate the airplane. Therefore, a second transonic flutter

investigation has been made using models scaled from the measured air-

plane properties and the results of the second investigation are

reported herein.

The T-tail of the airplane consists of an all-movable sweptback

stabilizer mounted on top of a sweptback fin. The incidence of the

stabilizer is controlled by two hydraulic a_tuators which rotate the

surface about an axis located at 52 percent of the center-line chord of

the stabilizer. However_ the airplane is r_qUired to be free from

flutter in an emergency condition in which Dnly one actuator is operable.

The stabilizer pitching stiffness with two _ctuators operable is denoted

herein as the normal pitching stiffness and the _tiffness with one

actuator operable is denoted as the emergency pitching stiffness. The

stabilizer is equipped with a two-position _railing-edge elevator which

is locked in the plane of th_ stabilizer surface at high speeds and can

be moved to a fixed deflection angle at low speeds] The fin is eqaipped

with an unbalanced trailing-edge rudder which is mctuated from an

attachment at the root. It is not planned _o use viscous dampers on any

of the T-tail components of the NA-39 airpl_me.

Three different types of flutter of th,_ T-tail have appeared possible:

antisymm_etric flutter of the T-tail unit as a whole with little or no

control-surface motion_ symmetric flutter of _he all-movable horizontal

tail_ and flutter or buzz of the rudder. Flutter involving elevator



motion was considered unlikely because elevator frequencies in the
locked position are very high comparedwith the fundamental frequencies
of the surfaces. Accordingly, the models of both the preliminary and
present investigations were provided with rudders but the elevators were
madeintegral with the stabilizers.

In the present investigation the models were mountedat approximately
zero angle of attack on a sting mount which provided flexibility in the
fuselage vertical bending, side bending, and torsion degrees of freedom.
The physical properties of the models of the present investigation dif-
fered from those of reference i chiefly as follows: The rudder rotation
stiffness and frequency were reduced considerably, the stabilizer funda-
mental bending frequency was increased, a fuselage vertical bending degree
of freedom was added, and the fuselage side bending frequency was increased
considerably.

SY_OI_

local streamwise semichord of fin or stabilizer, ft

local streamwise chord of stabilizer, ft

length scale factor,

M Machnumber

m

m t

q

s

T

Typical model length

Corresponding airplane length

mass scale factor,
Typical model mass

Correspondingairplane mass

mass of stabilizer, slugs

dynamic pressure, ib/sq ft

Value of y at stabilizer tip, ft

static temperature, oR

time scale factor_

Time required for tunnel airstream to move I model chord length

Time required for airplane to move i airplane chord length

velocity_ ft/sec
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V reduced velocity based on a representative natural frequency,
V

i

s
c2dy, cuft

v = _ s

Y distance along stabilizer from stabilizer center line, measured

perpendicular to stabilizer center line, ft

stiffness reduction factor used to provide margin of safety in

application of model flutter test results to airplane

in'
mass ratio,

•pv

static air density, slugs/cu ft

representative natural frequency, radians/sec _

Subscripts:

A airplane

Di model

MODELS

Geometry

For this investigation, two models of the T-tail. of the Blackburn

NA-39 attack airplane were used. These models, which are designated

model 5 and model 6, are scaled geometrically to 1/12 airplane size. A

photograph of the model is shown in figure [ and a sketch of the model

is shown in figure 2. Some of the more important geometric properties

are given in table I. Although models 5 anl 6 have _he same external

geometry, their physical properties differ _s will be discussed under

the section entitled "Physical Properties."

The stabilizer had an aspect ratio of 2.64, a taper ratio of 0.582,

and a thickness-chord ratio of 0.05 based o_ the streamwise chord. The

stabilizer leading and trailing edges were swept back 29 ° and 9 °, respec-

tively. The stabilizer pftch axis was located at the 52-percent station

of the center-line chord. Although the staoilizer sections on the
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airplane are car_bered_ the stabilizer sections on the models are not

cambered. From past experience, the use of models without camber is not

thought to affect the flutter results and is preferred because the model

usually can be trimmed more easily in the tunnel.

On the airplane the leading edge of the fin is curved and extends

forward to the canopy to form a long dorsal fin. On the models the lower

part of the fin leading edge was arbitrarily curved downward and terminated

as indicated in figures i and 2. The maximum thickness of the fin-rudder

varied from ii percent of the local streamwise chord at the root to 8 per-

cent at the minimum chord (fig. 2). The leading edge of the main spar of

the fin was swept back 27 °. The fin-rudder t_ailing edge and the rudder

hinge line were swept back 22 ° . The rudder chord was constant and was

30.4 percent of the minimum fin-rudder chord.

Scaling

In scaling the airplane properties, the nondimensional mass and

stiffness distributions were required to be the same for the models as

for the airplane. The mass and stiffness levels for the models were

obtained by specifying the scale factors for the fundamental quantities

involved: length_ mass, and time.

The size of the model was limited by tunnel-wall-interference effects,

and on the basis of past experience the length scale factor was chosen to
be

z- z (l)
12

The mass scale factor was obtained from the requirement that the

mass ratio _ should be the same for the model as for the airplane,
which results in

m = -- (2)
PA '"

In order tO locate the simulated sea-level altitude near the middle

of the tunnel density range available at a Mach number of 1.00_ the

density ratio was chosen to be -- = 1.97. This location of simulated
0A

sea level allows altitudes below sea level to be obtained and flutter

margins to be indicated where flutter does not occur above sea level.

;I
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The time scale factor was obtained fro:a the requirement that the

reduced velocity V should be the same for the model as for the airplane,
which results in

Iv%t = Z

Since the Mach number is the same for the model as for the airplane,

the time scale factor may be written

t :  TM -I/2 (3)

The static temperature for the airplane TA is a function only of

altitude, and for sea-level altitude it was taken to be 519 ° R. However,

in the tunnel during a run, the temperature continually drops as air is

expended from the reservoir and the temperatures obtained at the various

flutter points during an investigation are different. A study of previous

flutter data indicated that 408 ° R was near the average value of the

static temperature that would be expected dtring the present investiga-

tion, and this assumed value was used to obtain the temperature ratio

TM
used in the scaling: - 0.786.

TA

A list of the pertinent model and flow quantities and the design

scale factors used is given in table II. It may be noted that the fac-

tor h is used in the scale factors for som_ of the quantities listed

in table II. The factor _ has the value of 0]76 and occurs because

the model stiffnesses were made 76 percent o_ those which would result

from application of the scale factors as specified (eqs. (i) to (3)).

The reduced model stiffnesses provided a mar!_in of safety in the applica-

tion of the model flutter test results to the airplane. Thus, the design

reduced velocity for the model is equal, not to that of the airplane, but

to that of an airplane having stiffnesses 76 percent of those of the

actual airplane.

The dynamic pressure and Mach number are quantities which are con-

trollable during a run, whereas the temperat_e is not. If the dynamic

pressure and Mach number are considered to be fixed and a static tempera-

ture different from the design value is obtained, both the density and

velocity will be different from the values c_)nsidered in the scaling.

The density and velocity changes result, res],ectively, in values of mass

ratio and reduced velocity different from the design values. However_
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a combination of reduced velocity and mass ratio which can be expressed

in terms of the dynamic pressure

-2

_ clM
_M

is independent of the temperature, and this combination is exactly sim-

ulated in the runs by the expedient of interpreting the simulated alti-

tude in terms of dynamic pressure. Thus, the scale factor in table II

for dynamic pressure is used to convert the dynamic pressure for the air-

plane at any altitude and Mach number to the dynamic pressure for the

model at the same altitude and Mach number. The dynamic pressure for

the airplane is assumed to be that calculated by use of the ICAO standard

atmosphere (ref. 2). It may be noted that for a given altitude q/M 2

is a constant.

The effect of not satisfying exactly the individual values of mass

ratio and reduced velocity is believed to be negligible in the present

investigation. Experienc_ with a wide variety of flutter models has

indicated that, at least within the operational limits of the tunnel,

flutter at a given Mach number tends to occur at a constant value of

dynamic pressure regardless of the individual values of density and

velocity.

Construction

Some of the construction details of the models are indicated in the

X-ray photographs of figure 3. The main fin spar (figs. 3(a) and 3(c))

was constructed by welding together four hollow beams with trapezoidal

cross sections which had been fabricated from aluminum-alloy sheet. The

main stabilizer spar (figs. 3(b) and 3(d)) consisted of three beams of

a similar type of construction. This construction resulted in wide main

spars which simulated the multispar arrangement used in the airplane. In

the model stabilizer and fin, aluminum ribs were welded to the main spar.

The leading and trailing edges were pine. Balsa was'used to fill the

surfaces to contour. Lead weights were placed in the Stabilizer and

rudder at various locations in order to obtain the desired mass distri-

bution. Slits were cut in the fin spar to lower the stiffness. The

rudder was constructed with an aluminum-alloy leading edge and ribs_ pine

trailing edge, and balsa filler. The various surfaces were wrapped with
silk cloth and lacquered. Strain gages were installed on the main fin

spar near the fin root and on the stab$1izer pitch axis near the fin-
stabilizer juncture.

The stabilizer was attached to the fin by a T-shaped fitting at the

pitch-axis location and by a U-shaped spri fitting farther forward
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(fig. 5). The U-shaped spring mounting position was reversed on models 5

and 6 as may be seen in figures 3(a) and 3(c). Adjustments in the dimen-

sions and location of the U-shaped fitting provided the desired stiffness

between the stabilizer and the fin in the stabilizer pitching degree of

freedom. The dimensions of the T-shaped fitting were designed to provide

the desired stiffnesses between the stabilizer and the gin in the rolling

and yawing degrees Of freedom. T_e rudder was attached to the fin wi_h

two flexure hinges (fig. 3(a)) and the rotational stiffness of the rudder

was controlled by a rod which extended down along thehinge line. The

rod was welded at the bottom end to a fitting which was attached to the
fin root.

Figure 4 is an exploded view photograph of a model of reference i

which differed ex_ernally from the models of the present investigation

principally in _hat the model mounting bloci_ was split into two halves.

Also the attachment of the fuselage flexibility fixtuge to the mounting
block was different. As figure 4 shows, the fin was attached to a steel _

tongue which in turn was attached to a steel fuselage flexibility fixture.

The fuselage flexibility fixture was designed to simulate the stiffnesses

of the airplane fuselage in side bending, w_rtical bending, and torsion.

Near its upstres_ end the fuselage flexibility fixture was notched on all

four sides to form a spring which was rectangular in cross section. The

upstrea_ end of the fuselage flexibility ficture was bolted to the model

mounting block. At the downstream en_ a thin beam-type spring (not shown

in fig. 4) connected the downstream end of 5he fuselage flexibility fix-

ture to the model mounting block. The upstream spring provided the

majority of the required stiffness in side bending and torsion and both

upstream and downstream springs contributed to the required stiffness in

vertical bending. A cylindrical lead and brass.welght was suspended

below the fuselage flexibility fixture. (S_e fig. 2.) The masses of

the steel tongue, the fuselage flexibility _iTixture, and the lead and

brass weight all contributed to the eff@cti_e mass of the model fuselage.

i

Physical P_operti,_s

Natural vibration frequencies, stiffne;_s properties, and mass prop-

erties of the models are presented in table;_ III to V, respectively; the

scaled airplane properties (airplane scaled to model) are also presented

for comparison. Table III contains only. thc,se measured frequencies which

correspond to scaled airplane values; a com],lete record of the measured

and required frequencies and node lines is ],resented in figure 5.

Table IV contains all the measured and required stiffness data except

the fin stiffness distributions which are presented in figure 6 in the

formalof fin flexibility distributions.

It was prohibitively difficult to simuJate in one model configura-

tion both the syrm_etric and antisymmetric frequencies and stiffnesses.



Consequently, for a given test run, the model configuration acceptably
simulated either the scaled airplane symmetric or antisymmetric properties
but not both. The following table showsthe properties simulated during
the various runs:

Airplane pro_ _rties
simulated

Symmetric

Antisymmetric

Pitch
stiffness

Normal

Model

6

Tunnel

runs

2to7

Normal 5 13 to 18

Symmetric Emergency 6 8 to Ii

Symmetric _l_ergency 5 19 to 22

Although the model confSgurations tested were either symmetric or

antisymmetric_ both symmetric and antisymmetric properties were measured

in order to define the models properly. These data are presented in

tables III and IV and a code is used in tables III and IV(e) to indicate

in each run the type of configuration tested.

Natural vibration frequencies.- The measured natural vibration fre-

quencies and node lines presented in table III and figure 5 were obtained

with the use of a_ electromagnetic shaker to excite the model. Sand crys-

tals sprinkled on the model surface during excitation were used to define

the node lines. Atsome natural frequencies the node lines were indi-

stinct or could not be obtained at all. Many of the modes were highly

coupledso that they inyolved motion in more than one degree of freedom;

therefore_ a description of the predominant motion is included in table III

and figure' 5.

One antisyrmnetric model configuration, model 5 with normal pitching

stiffness, was investigated (tunnel runs 13 to 18). Examination of the

antisymm@%ric frequencies and node lines for this configuration in

table III and figure 5(d) shows that the antisymmetric model frequencies

closely approximate the s_aled airplane values, except that the model

stabilizer antisymmetric torsion frequency was somewhat high. A compari-

son of figures 5(d) and 5(g) shows that five antisymmetric modes were

obtained on the model that were not measured on the airplane. The four

hXghest of these modes were coupled fin-rudder or coupled rudder modes

which were unimportant in the flutter mode. The lowest measured model

mode was the fundamental side bending of the model fuselage flexibility

fixture at approximately 35 cycles per second for all models. This
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vibration modemight be considered to appra_imate the motion of the air-
plane fuselage undergoing a pure side trans_atlon. The models were so
designed that the second side bending frequ_ncy of the model fuselage
flexibility fixture corresponds to the fundl_mental fuselage side bending
frequency of the airplane.

The remainder of the model configurations are sy_netric. As
table III and figure _ show, the model syn_netric frequencies closely ,

approximate the scaled airplane values except for the stabilizer pitch-

torsion mode. On the airplane with normal pitch stiffness a single mode

with a scaled frequency of 368 cycles per second was measured. No fre-

quency was available for the airplane with emergency pitch stiffness but

the value was estimated to be 305 cycles per second. (See table III.)

The models had separate pitch and torsion mc_des which were highly coupled

so that for some configurations doubt existE as to which mode was pre-

dominantly pitch and which predominantly tolsion. For the models with

normal pitch stiffness thg frequencies of bcth modes were lower than the

scaled airplane frequency of 368 cycles per second and for the models

with emergency pitch stiffness the frequencies of the pitching mod_ were

decreased from the values with normal pitch _tiffneSs. For each model

configuration one or two higher stabilizer s_mmetric modes were measured

than were measured on the airplane (fig. 5).

Stiffness properties.- All measured and required stiffness data on

the models except the fin stiffness distributions are given in table IV.

The bending and torsion stiffnesses of the stabilizer and fins

(tables IV(a) and IV(b)), the rotation and t_}rsion stlffnesses of the

rudders (table IV(c)), the side bending, vertical bending, and torsion

of the fuselages (table IV(d)), and the stif[i'nesses of the stabilizer-

fin Juncture (table IV(e)) for the configura'_ions tested were measured

by standard methods. The distributions of f_n flexibility in torsion

and bending for the models are given in figure 6. These data were

obtained by applying moments on the stabilizer (yawing moment for tor-

sion and rolling moment for bending) and mea_uring the angular displace-

ments of mirrors attached to the fin along t_e desired fin ax_s. Bending

measurements were made along the reference a_is (fig. 2) located along

the center of airplane spar 3; torsion measurements were ma_e a_ong a

line midway between the re_erence axis and t_e rudder hinge line. The

overall fin flexibilities (values of fin flexibility at zero vertical r

distance from the stabilizer hinge line) are the reciprocals of the

overall fin stiffnesses giyen in table IV(b). Differences at the top "

of the fin between the stabilizer rolling fleKibility and the fin side

bending flexibility (see fig. 6(a)) are the stabili_er-fin Juncture

roll-roll flexibilities. These values are th_ reciprocals _f the roll-

roll Juncture stiffnesses given in table IV(e) _. The values of the sta-

bilizer yaw-yaw flexibility (fig. 6(b)) are similarly related to the

yaw-yaw Junctnre stiffnesses.
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By examining tables IV(b) to IV(e) a comparison of the measured
with required values of the antisymmetric stiffnesses on the one anti-
symmetric configuration, model 5 with normal pitch stiffness, maybe
made. The measuredoverall fin bending and torsion stiffnesses agreed
well with the required values (table IV(b)). The distribution of fin
flexibility is shown in figure 6 to be in good agreementwith the air-
plane in fin bending but in somewhat'less agreement in fin torsion. The
rudder rotational stiffness was low and the torsion stiffness was about
double the required value (table IV(c)). The fuselage side bending dis-
placement and slope were in poor agreement with the scaled values
(table IV(d)). This poor agreementwasexpected since on the model the
second side bending frequency was used to simulate the airplane side
bending mode. Also on model 5 with normal pitch stiffness, the fuselage
torsion values were low (table IV(d)). The roll-roll juncture stiffness
(table IV(e)) was lower than that required and the yaw-yawvalue higher
than that required. The roll-yaw juncture stiffness had a finite value
but was acceptably large in comparison with other juncture stiffnesses.

The symmetric stiffnesses measured on the symmetric model configura-
tions (tables IV(a), IV(d), and IV(e)) were as follows. The stabilizer
bending and torsion stiffnesses, at the 71-percent-semispan position,
were measuredonly on model 6 (table IV(a)); for this model the torsion
stiffnesses were in good agreement with the airplane value whereas the
bending stiffness at this station was in good agreem@nton the left panel,
but too low on the right panel. The fuselage vertical bending stiffnesses
(table IV(d)) were in fair agreementwith the scaled airplane values for
the symmetric configurations. The pitch-pitch juncture stiffnesses
(table IV(e)) were in very good agreementwith the airplane values (the
value was controllable by sliding the pitch spring).

Mass properties.- Extensive mass data were obtained only on model 6

since model 5 was damaged by flutter. These data are presented in table V

together with the corresponding scaled airplane data available. The mass,

the static unbalance, and the desired mass moments of inertia for the

stabilizer, fin, rudder, and fin with rudder are given in tables V(a) to

V(d), respectively. The distributions of mass, static unbalance, and

moment of inertia along the stabilizer and fin, respectively, aregiven
in tables V(e) and V(f). These data were obtained by cutting the sta-

bilizer and fin into streamwise strips and measuring the desired data on

each strip.

The mass data on the stabilizer (table V(a)) and the mass distribu-

tion data on the stabilizer sections (table V(e)), measured on model 6,

are in fair agreement with the airplane scaled values. The stabilizer

mass is 9 percent too low; the static unbalance in pitch is about 3 times

the airplane value; and the moments of inertia in roll, pitch, and yaw

are 15 percent too high, 14 percent to low, and 7 percent too high,

respectively (table V(a)). In mass distribution (table V(e)) the
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stabilizer inboard sections (section i) containing a streamline vertical
fairing called the combwere too low in mass, static unbalance, and moment
of inertia, the middle sections (sections 2, 3, and 4) were too high, and
the outboard sections (section 5) were too low in these quantities. As
previously mentioned, the lower part of the 'model fin leading edge was
arbitrarily curved downwardand terminated whereas on the airplane the
fin leading edge is curved and extends forward to the canopy to form a
long dorsal fin. Consequently, the mass da_;aon the model fin (table V(b))
and the fin-section massdistribution data (table V(f)! show somedis-
crepancies between model and scaled airplant_ data. The rudder alone is
too high in massand momentof inertia abou; the hinge line (table V(c)).

APPARATUS A_0 TES_

The investigation was made in the Langley transonic blowdown tunnel

which has a slotted test section that is octagonal in cross section and

measures.26_j i inches between opposite sides. The tunnel Mach number is

controlled by an orifice which has a variable _opening and is located

downstream of the tunnel test section. During operation of the tunnel

the area of the orifice may be fixed at a g_ven value. Then, as the

stagnation pressure (and thus the density)_s increased, the test sec-

tion Mach number increases until the orific_ "becomes' choked. Thereafter,

as the stagnation pressure is increased, the Mach number remains approxi-

mately constant.

The static-density range is approximately 0.001 to 0.012 slug per

cubic foot and Mach numbers from subsonic values to a maximum of about

1.4 may be Obtained. It should be noted that because of the expansion

of the air in the reservoir during a run, the stagnation temperature

continually decreases so that the test-section velocity is not uniquely

defined by the Mach number. Additional details of the tunnel are con,
tained in reference 3. Excellant agreement _etween flutter data obtained

in the tunnel and in free air has been observed (ref. 4).

In the present investigation the model _as mounted in an inverted

position on a sting fuselage that extended upstream into the subsonic

flow region of the tunnel (fig. 7)-This arrangement prevented the for-

mation of shock waves off the fuselage nose ghich might reflect from the

tunnel walls onto the model. The sting consisted of two 3-inch-dlameter

tubes fitted one above the other as indicatel in figure 7. The lower

tube accommodated the fuselage block (fig. 1), and the upper tube shielded

the weight which was attached to the fuselag_ flexibility fixture (fig. 4).

The sting and model weighed approximately 31 _) pounds, and the system had a

fundamental bending frequency of abo_t !5 cy_las per second.
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Wire strain gages Were mounted on the main spar of the fin near the

root (fig. 3(a)) and on one side of the stabilizer near the stabilizer-

fin Juncture (fig. 5(b))." Each set of these gages was oriented to indi-

cate deflections about two different axes. A strain gage to indicate

rudder rotation was mounted on a thin metal strip which was bent in a

shallow arc, placed so as to span the rudder hinge line, and glued at

one end to the rudder and the other end to the fin (fig. 5(a)).

The strain-gage signals, the tunnel s%agnation and the static pres-

sures, and the stagnation temperature were recorded on a recording oscil-

lograph. The strain-gage signals were used to indicate the start of

flutter and the flutter frequency. High-speed motion pictures were made

during the runs andused to detect the type of flutter mode.

An optical system displayed an image of the model on a ground-glass

screen during the runs. The image was watched carefully in an attempt

to observe flutter and to stop the air flow before the model became

damaged. For the same purpose, the strain-gage outputs were viewed on

therecording oscillograph.

Since the models had somewhat iess than scaled strength, it was

necessary to orient them with the tunnel airstream in order to avoid

excessive static _oadings that mi'ght destroy the models. The model was

considered to be trimmed in angle of attack whe_ zero sy_/netric deflec-

"tion of the stabilizer tips was observed and to be trimmed in angle of

yaw when zero _ntisymmetric deflection of the stabilizer tips was

observed. A trim run on e_ch model (runs i and 12) was necessary to

determine the proper orientation of'the model in the tunnel airstream.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I

• Interpretation of Data
q

As stated in the section entitled 'fScali_g, a stiffness reduction

factbr of 76 percent was applied in scaling the airplane stiffness. The

simulated altitudes indicated in figure 8 are thus to be interpreted as

altitudes which, if cleared by the model, could be reached with a 32 peT-

('O_ 2)cent _76 - 1.3 margin of safety in stiffness by the airplane. This

statement assumes, of course, that the model in all other respects exactly

simulates the airplane. An alternate interpretation of the results is

that a flutter point obtained with the model indicates that the airplane

will flutter at thesame Mach number at a simulated altitude corresponding

to a dynamic pressure 32 percent greater than the dynamic pressure at
model flutter.
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Presentation of Data

A compilation of the wind-tunnel results is presented in table VI
and the data points given in this table are plotted in figure 8 in the

form of dynamic pressure as a function of Mach number. Three types of

data points are Presented in table VI and figure 8. If flutter or a

phenomenon called 10w damping occurred during a run, the data point

corresponding to the start of flutter or slart of low damping is pre-

sented. If no flutter occurred, the point of maximum dynamic pressure

obtained during the run is given."

During aome of the runs intermittent bursts of nearly sinusoidal

oscillations were obtained. It is believed that for this condition the

damping was low but not zero. Selection of the start of a low damping

region was somewhat arbitrary because the start of low damping was indef-

inite. The relationship of the low damped oscillations of the model in

the wind tunnel to the behavior of the airI_lane in free air is not _nown.

Discussion of Results

Antisymmetric flutter.- The only model configuration applicable to

antisyrauetric flutter was model 9 as investigated in runs 13 to 18. As

shown in figure 8(a) the model did not flutter although the maximum

dynamic pressure exceeded that of the scaled airplane flight boundary

by 35 percent at a Math number of 0.80, 29 percent at a Mach number of

0.93, and, by interpolation, .10 percent at a Mach number of 1.05. Thus,

if differences between the measured model snd scaled airplane properties

are disregarded, the airplane is indicated to have an adequate margin of

safety from antisymmetric flutter it transonic Mach numbers.

The fin torsional frequency of the model investigated was too high

by 6 percent (table III(a)). Often for T-tails, the dynamic pressure for

antisymmetric flutter varies approximately as the fin torsional stiffness

(ref. 5) or as the square of the fin torsicnal frequency. If it is

assumed that such a variakion is applicable to the present case, the

dynamic pressures indicated in figure 8(a) would be reduced by about

ll percent. Application of this correction would still leave three of

the data points in figure 8(a) at dynamic Fressures higher than those

for the scaled airplane flight boundary and spaced so as to cover the

Mach number range of the tests.

Other possibly important model deficiencies include (table IV(e))

a yaw-yaw juncture stiffness which was too nigh by 25 percent and a roll-

roll juncture stiffness which was too low bF 34 percent. The effects of

these deficiencies in juncture stiffnesses Dn the flutter characteristics
are not known.
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S_mmetric flutter_ normal pitchin_ stiffness.- The only model con-

figuration with a normal value of stabilizer pitching stiffness which "

was applicable to symmetric flutter was model 6 as investigated in runs 2

to 7. As shown in figure 8(b) the model did not flutter although the

maximum dynamic pressures exceeded those of th_scaled flight boundary

by a slight amount throughout the Mach number range investigated. Thus,
if differences between the measured model and scaled airplane properties

are disregarded_ the airplane with the normal pitching stiffness is

indicated to have an adequate safety margin from symmetric flutter at •

transonic Mach numbers.

It should be noted (table IV(e)) that the model stabilizer pitching

stiffness was very close to the scaled airplane value. However, the

model stabilizer moment of inertia about the pitch axis (table V(a)) was

too low by 14 percent and the modelstabilizer pitching frequency was

too low by 8 percent (table Ill(b)). (Note in table lll(b) that whereas

the models had distinct stabilizer torsion and.pitching natural vibration

modes_ the airplane had a coupled stabilizer torsion-pitch mode.) If it

is assumed that the dynamic pressure for flutter is proportional to the

product of the stabilizer pitching inertia and the square of the stabi-

lizer fundamental pitching frequency, the dynamic pressure of the data

points in figure 8(b) would be corrected to values 36 percent higher

than shown. Theassumption is based on the fact that the flutter mode

for the case of emergency pitching stiffness (to be discussed subse-

quently) involved predominantly stabilizer pitching motion. The assump-

tion is also based on the approximate flutter formula given in refer-

ence 6 with the stabilizer pitching frequency 'substituted for the torsion

frequency.

Another difference between measured model and scaled airplane prop-

erties, as may be determined from table V(a), is that the model center

of gravity was too far rearward by 4 percent of the stabilizer center-

line chord. The approximate flutter formula of reference 6 indicates

that a correction for this difference would raise the dynamic pressures

for the data points in figure 8(b) to even higher v_lues.

Symmetric flutterp emergency _itchin_ stiffness.- The t_o model con-

figurations with emergency values of Stabilizer pitching stiffness which

were applicable to symmetric flutte_r were model 6 as investigated in

runs 8 to ii and model 5 as investigated in runs 19 to 22. As shown in

figure 8(c), symmetric flutter was obtained on both models. The flutter

obtained with model 6 occurred at lower dynamic pressures than it did for

model 5_ this resulted in scatter in the flutter points. However_ the

flutter obtained withmodel 5 was preceded by relatively long periods of

low damping. The flutter points obtained at the lower values of dynamic

pressure occurred within the flight boundary at 785 feet altitude at a

Mach number of 0.89 and at 5_690 feet altitude at a Mach number of 1.01.

Thus, if differences between the measured model and scaled airplane pro-

perties are disregarded, the airplane with the emergency stabilizer
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pitching stiffness is indicated not to have the required stiffness margin

of safety at Mach numbers above about 0.85 at low altitudes.

Examination of the high-speed motion pictures and oscillograph

records obtained during the testing disclose:l that the flutter mode for

both models involved. Predominantly stabilizer pitching motion coupled

with some stabilizer fundamental bending. T!_e frequency of flutter

(table VI) was 186 and 197 cycles per second for modei 6, and 214 cycles

per second for model 5. These flutter frequencies fall above the fun-

damental bending frequency and below the measured pitch and torsion fre-

quencies of the models.' On model 6 the rudder strain-gage installation

was faulty and no information on the rudder motion was obtained; however,

the motion-picture data on both models and tlhe strain-gage data from

model 5 indicated that rudder motion did not play a significant part in

the flutter mode. No antisymmetric fin bendqng or torsion motion, or

fuselage side bending or rotational motion, ,_ere excited during the

flutter. Furthermore_ no fuselage vertical bending motion could be

detected from the motion pictures until after the flutter was well

established and the dynamic pressure increased beyond the start-of-
flutter value.

As indicated in table IV(e), the model _tabilizer pitching stiff-

nesses were very close to the scaled airplan,_ value. However, the model

stabilizer pitching frequency (table lll(b)) varied from 6 percent lower

than the scaled airplane value to 2 percent ]_igher than the scaled air-

plane value, and _he moment of inertia about the pitch axis (table V(a))

was 14 percent lower than the scaled airplanc_ value. Correction of the

data for the differences between the actual and the scaled airplane values

of stabilizer pitching frequency and stabilizer moment of inertia, as dis-

cussed for the case of symmetric flutter with norm_l pitching stiffness,

raises the dynamic pressures for the flutter points shown in figure 8(c) "

by from 12 to 31 percent; based on this corr_ction , the airplane should

have an adequate margin of safety from flutt_.r within the airplane flight

boundary.

Limitations of results.- It should be noted that the lower part of

the model fin leading edge (figs. i and 2) e>tended forward some distance

ahead of the stabilizer. Therefore, the possibility exists that shock

waves from the fin could reflect from the wa]is back to the model at Mach

numbers above 1.00. Thus, data obtained abo_e a Mach number of 1.00 may

be open to s_ne question.

The corrections to the symmetric-fluttel results, as discussed pre-

viously, are based on the approximate fluttel formula of reference 6 and

may not be applicable in the present cases. It is recognized that a

better method for correcting the experimental data would be based on the

results of more refined flutter calculations. In such a method the

experimental dynamic pressures would be multiplied by the ratio of flutter

dynamic pressures calculated u _odel properties to flutter
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dynamic pressures calculated using the actual model properties. No such
refined flutter calculations have been made for the present report.

CONCLUSIONS

A transonic flutter investigation of models of the T-tail of the

Blackburn NA-39 airplane has resulted in the following conclusions:

i. If differences between the measured model properties and the

scaled airplane properties are disregarded, the airplane with the nor-

mal value of stabilizer pitching stiffness should have a stiffness mar-

gin of safety from both symmetric and antisymmetric flutter of at least

32 percent at all Mach numbers and altitudes within the flight boundary.

However, the airplane with the emergency value of stabilizer pitching

stiffness would not have the required margin of safety from symmetrical

flutter at Mach numbers greater than about 0.85 at low altitudes.

2. First-order corrections for some differences between the measured

model properties and the scaled airplane properties indicated that the

airplane with the'normal value of stabilizer pitching stiffness would

still have an adequate margin of safety from flutter and that the flutter

safety margin for the airplane with the emergency value of stabilizer

pitching stiffness would be changed from inadequateto adequate. How-

ever, the validity of the corrections is questionable.

Langley Research Center_

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Langley Field, Va., November 17, 1959.
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS

Stabilizer:

Aspect ratio 2.64

Sweepback of leading edge, deg ................ 29

Sweepback of trailing edge, deg ......... ....... 9

Taper ratio ......................... 0.582

Maximum thickness at center line, percent center-line

chord ........................... 5

Maximum thickness at tip, percent streamwise tip chord .... 5

Center-line chord, ft .................... 0.559

Span, ft ........................ . . 1.170

Area, sq ft ......................... 0.518

Pitch axis, percent center-line chord ............. 52

Fin-rudder:

Sweepback of trailing edge, deg . ..... , ........... 22

Maximum root thickness, percent streamwise roo_ chord .... ii

Maximum thickness at minimum streamwise chord, percent
minimum streamwise chord ................ . . . 8

Streamwise root chord, ft .... , . . . . . _ . . .... 1.08

Minimum streamwise chord, ft ............... 0.56

Area, (not including lateral area of stabilizeri,

sq ft ........... _ ................. 0.45

Height of stabilizer above fin-rudd@r root chord, ft ..... 0.57

Sweepback of leading edge of main spar_ deg ......... 27

Rudder:

Sweepback of hinge line_ deg . . .............. 22

Streamwise chord, ft ............... ...... 0.17

Rudder span (perpendicular to fuselage center line), ft • . 0.45

Area, sq ft ......................... 0.076

Fuselage:

Diameter, ft ............ . •.. . • ....... 0.25
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TABLEII.- DESIGNSCALEFACTORSOFPERTINENT

MODELANDFLOWQUANTITIES

: _A : 0.786; ? : 0.7

Quantity

Fundamental quantities:
Length ................

Mass . . . . . . . _ . , . . . . . .

Time
. • • . • .

Derived quantities:

Stream velocity ...........

Stream dynamic pressure . . . . . .

Moment of inertia . . . .... . .

Natural vibration frequencies . . .

Angular deflections divided by

applied moment ..........

Applied force divided by

displacement .........

Applied moment divided by angular •

deflection ........... i" •

Applied force divided by slope . . .

Mass unbalance. ..........

Design scale factor

Symbolical Numerical

Z

DM z3m _

PA

t = /TM_-0"5

Zt.-I

mZ-it-2

mZ 2

_o.5t,i

\-1 Z-2m-lt2

_mt -2

kmt-2 Z2

hint-2

mZ

1

12

1.14 x i0 -5

0.940 x lO -I

O. 887

1.55

0.792 x 10-5

9.27

1,470

0.981 X i0 -I

0.681 x i0 -5

0.817 x 10 -2

0.990 x 10 -4
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TABLE III.- MODEL NATURAL VIBRATION FREQUENCIES

(a) Antisymmetric modes

Configuration

(a)

SN

SE

SE

AN

SE

SE

Model Runs

6 2 to 7

6 8 tO i0

6 ii

5 13 to 18

5 19 to 21

5 22

Scaled airplane properties

Frequency, cps

Fin bending,

stabilizer

in phase

56

57

58

58

55

55

57

Fin torsion,

stabilizer

in phase

7O

73

'72

73

71

7i

69

Fin b'ending ,

stabilizer

out o'f phase'

94."

99

99

lO2

98

98

99

Fuselage

side

bending

i17

124

127

118

i16

125

Rudder

rotation

169

171

170

175

167 •

167

16L

Stabilizer

torsion

370

371

369

395

395

395

545

(b) Symmetric modes

Configuration

(a)

SN

SE

SE

AN

SE

SE

Model Runs

6 2 to7

6 8 to i0

6 ii

5 13 to 18

5 19 to 21

5 22

Scaled airplane properties

Fuselage

vertical

_bending

106

Ii0

iii

143

108

ID5

108

Frequ@ncy, cps

Stabilizer

fundamental

bending

170

170

166

193

171

179

Stabilizer

torsion

Stabilizer

pitching

275 • 339

26O 501

260 287

268 328

290 31o

299 308

b368 (normal)
171 .

e305 (emergency)

aCode: S, symmetric model; A, antisymmetric model} N, normal pitching

stiffness} E, emergency pitching stiffness.

bStabilizer torslon-pitching frequency.

CStabilizer emergency pitching frequency obtained by multiplying nor-

mal frequency by the square root of the ratio of req[{ired emergency pitch

stiffness to normal pitch stiffness. •
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Figure 2.- Sketch of model.
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L-57-5190
Figure 4.- Emploded-view photograph of mode. of reference I which is

similar to models studied in presen_ investigation.
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3_-5 cns, _uselage

s_de bending mode,
stnb_lizer in phase

Distinct node lines

--m_ Indistinct node lines

56 cps, fin bendlng 70 cps, fin torsion 92 cps, fin bending 117.5 cps, _uselage

mode, et_b_llzer node, st_,blllzer mode, stabilizer side bending mode,
_n phase in phase out of phase st_illzer In phase

169 cps, rudder 316 cps, cc_pled 367 cps, coupled 370 cps, stabilizer hSl cps, coupled 521 cpa, stabilizer
rotation mode fin-rudder mode rudder mode tomelom mode fin-rudder mode

Antls_m_str_c modem, bending mode

106 cps, fuselage
vertical bending

mode

170 cps, stabili=em 275 cpe, stablllaer _9 cps, stAb_llzer 622 COS, stah_llzer

fundamental bending torsion mode Oitchi_ mode second bending
mode mode

Symmetric modes.

(a) Model 6; normal stabilizer pitch stiffness; runs 2 to 7.

Figure 5.- Node lines and frequencies.
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36.5 cos, fuselage 57 cps, fin bending 73 cps, fln torsion _9 cps, fin bending 123 cps, fuselage
side bending mode. mode, stebil_zer mode, st_billzer mode, stabilizer side bending mode,

stabil_zer in phase in phase in phase out of phase st_bil_zer in

Distinct node lines phase

_ Indistinct node lines

171 cps, rudder 320 cpe, coupled 370 cps, coupled
_otatlon mode fin-rudder mode _udder mode

371 cps, sl sbilizer _0 cps, coupled
torsion aode fin-rudder mode

Antls_mmetrlc modes.

560 cps, stabilizer

bending mode

llO cpe, fuselage 170 cpe, stab_llzer 260 cps, stabilizer _)I cpe, stabilizer 611 cps, atabillzer
vertical bending fundamentFl bending torsion mode p_tching mode second bending mode

mode mode

Symmetric modes.

(b) Model 6; emergency stabilizer pitch stiffness; runs 8 to i0.

Figure 5.- Contin_ed.
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_ _ mZn_ mfn_

36.9 cps, fuselRge 58 cps, fln tending 72 eps, fln torsion 99.5 cps, fin bending 124 cps, fuselage

side bending mode, mode, stsbillzer in mode, st_bIllzer mode, stabilizer side bending modej
stabilizer In phase phase in oh_se out of phase stabilizer in phase

Distinct node lines

m mm, Indistinct node lines

170 cps, rudder }69 cps, stsbilizer 370 cps, coupled &_l cps, coupled 520 cpe, stabilizer
rotstlon mode torsion mode rudder mode fln-rudder mode

bending mode

Antis_metr_c modes.

iii cps, fuselage 166 cps, stnbillzer 260 cps, stabilizer 2_7 cps, stabilizer 560 cps, stgbilizer

vertical bending fundamentsl bending torsion mode p_tchlng mode second bending mode
mode mode

S y_ne t'ric modes.

(c) Model 6; emergency stabilizer pitch stiffness; run ll.

Figure 5.- Continued.
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38 cps, fusel_Ee

side bending mode,
stabilizer in phase

Distinct node lines

a,_ Indistinct node lines

cI22_

198 cpe, coupled
rudder mode

58 cps, fin bending 73 cps, fin torsion 102 cps. f_n bending 127 cps, fuselage

mode. stabilizer in mode, st_billzer mode, sta_llzer side bendlngmode
phase in phase out of ph_Lse stabilizer in phase

175 cps, rudder
rotation mode

204 cps, coupled 219 cps, coupled 595 cps, stabilizer 528 cps, coupled

fin-rudder mode fin-r_dder mode torsion mode fin-rudder mode

Antisyme_e tric modes.

149 cps, fuselage 193 cps, stabilizer
vertical bendlr_ fundamental bending

mode mode

268 cps, stabilizer 328 cpe, tabilizer 5_5 cps, stabilizer 65_ cps, stabilizer
torsion mode p_tch n E mode coupled mode coupled mode

Symmetric modes.

(d) Model 5; normal stabilizer pitch _tiffness; runs 13 to 18.

Figure 5-- Continued.
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35.5 cps. fuselage 55 cps, fin bendlr_ 71 cps, fin torslon 98 cps, fin bending
side bending mode, mode, stabil_zer in mode, stabillzer in mode, st_Jbilizer

stebillzer in _haee phrase out of phase
phase

m Distinct node lines

mm_mmm Indistinct node lines

207 cos, coupled
fin-rudder mode

395 cps, stabillzer
torsion mode

Antlsymmetric modes.

118 cps, fuselage

s_de bending mode,

stabil_zer in phase

167 cps, rudder
rotation mode

108 cps, fuselage 171 cps, fundamental 290 cps, stBbillzer 310 cps, stabilizer 535 cpe, stabilizer 620 cps, stabilizer

vertical bending bending mode torsion mode ' pitching mode coupled mode coupled t_de

mode
Symmetric modee_

(e) Model 5; emergency stabilizer pitch stiffness; runs 19 to 21.

Figure 5.- Continued.
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stabilizer in phase
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mode, stabilizer in

ph.se

Distinct node lines

m_ Indistinct node lines

71 cps, fin torsion 98 cps, f_n bending 116 cps, fuselage
mode, stabilizer in mode, stabilizer side bending mode,

phase out (f phase stabilizer in phase

207 cps, Coupled 395 cps, s!_abilizer
rudder mode torsion mode

Antisymmetrlc modes.

167 cps, rudder

rotation mode

105 cps, fuselage 179 cps, stabillzer 2_9 cps, stabilizer 708 cps, elabilizer 535 cps, stabilizer 620 cps, stabilizer

vertical bending fundamental bending torsion mode pitching mode coupled mode coupled mode
mode mode

Symmet'rlc modes.

(f) Model 5; emergency stabilizer pi-_;ch stiffness; run 22.

Figure 5.- Contim_ed.
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57 cps, fin bending
mode, stabilizer in

phase

69 cps, fin torsion 99 cps, fin bendi_gl25 cps, fuselage aide 164 cpe, rudder

mode, stabllizer in mode, stabilizer bending mode rotation mode
phase out of _haee

Distinct node lines

_m Indistinct node llns_

Antis ymne trlc mode e.

_5 cps, stabilizer
torsion mode

108 cpa, _selage 171 cps, eta_illzer )68 cps, stabilizer

vertic81 bering mode _n_ental bendi_ torelom.pitchi_
mode a_de

_ymmS trle modo m o

(g) Airplane with normal stabilizer pitching stiffness_

Figure 5.- Concluded.

scaled to model.
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Figure 8.-Wind-tunnel test results.
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